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ABSTRACT: In the last few years, the traditonal certificate-based setting is replaced by the ID-based setting. Proxy
signatures allow the delegation of signing rights from an original user to its proxy agent. Normally, the original signer can
authorize a group of proxy agents to sign any document on its behalf. Currently in our study, we have proposed an ID-based
multi-proxy signature scheme, from bilinear pairings based on ‘k-plus problem’. We document that the proposed scheme is
secure under the inverse computational Die-Hellman (INV-CDH) assumption. Besides, we have proven that  the new scheme
is computationally more efficient and takes less running time than other existing schemes [5, 10]. Our proposed method
meets all the security requirements of a proxy signature scheme proposed by Lee.
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1. Introduction

In traditional public-key cryptography, the problem was to maintain certificates of users, storage space and large overhead
to transfer certificates in users group which leads to increase the associated cost significantly. As an economical alternative
of traditional certificate-based setting, Shamir [18] introduced the notion of ID-based cryptography in 1984, which removed
the need of certificates for public keys and thus reduced the associated cost. In ID-based cryptography, the users public and
private keys are generated directly from their identities such as email address, IP-address, phone number etc. The bilinear
pairing has property of linearity in both co-ordinates which makes it computationally simple and functionally strong. Hence
the bilinear pairings are found very useful for the ease of computation in various cryptosystems. In 2001, Boneh and Franklin
[1], proposed a practical ID-based encryption scheme which took advantage of the properties of bilinear parings over
supersingular elliptic curves. The work of Boneh and Franklin encouraged many authors to design efficient key agreement
protocols, signcryption and signature schemes using bilinear pairings [2, 4, 6, 15, 19, 22].

The paradigm of proxy signature is a technique for a user to delegate signing rights to its proxy agent, so that the proxy agent
can sign any document on behalfof the user within a given criteria (the criteria includes delegation warrant issues). Proxy
signature is very much applicable in scenarios when the original signer is absent at the time to sign any document. Many
applications of proxy signature are discussed in the literature, some of them are in distributed shared objects, grid computing,
global distribution networks, mobile agent applications, mobile communications etc. The concept of proxy signature was
introduced by Mambo, Usuda and Okamoto [13] in 1996. Later in 1997, Kim et. al. [9] extended the notion by using Schnorr
signature and including warrant information in partial delegation schemes. In 2001, Lee et. al. [12] proposed some extensions
on security requirements of a proxy signature scheme presented by Mambo et. al. [13]. The proxy signature primitive
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introduces other additions also, such as multi-proxy signature, proxy multi-signature, multi-proxy multi-signature, threshold
proxy signature etc. The idea of multi-proxy signature was introduced by Hwang and Chen. [7] in 2000. In a multi-proxy
signature scheme, the original signer delegates its signing rights to a group of its proxy agents and the nal signature is made
by the group of proxy agets on behalf of the original signer. The classic scheme of multi-proxy signature presented in [7] leads
to many multi-proxy signature schemes [5, 10, 11].

1.1 Our contribution
In 2005, Takeshi et. al. [14] suggested the ‘k-plus’ and ‘extended k-plus’ problems using bilinear pairings. In [14], they
proposed a short signature scheme based on k-plus problem and a proxy signature scheme based on extended k-plus
problem. Security of their schemes depends on k-plus problem under the INV-CDHP assumption. In this paper, we have
proposed an ID-based multi-proxy signature scheme, based on k-plus problem using the idea of Takeshi et. al. [14]. The
building blocks for proposed multi-proxy signature scheme is ID-based signature scheme based on k-plus problem [21]. Our
scheme is computationally more efficient than other existing schemes [5, 10] and satisfies all the security requirements of a
safe proxy signature scheme [12].

1.2 Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe some related mathematical preliminaries and security
requirements. The ID-based signature scheme based on k-plus problem is briey reviewed in Section 3. Our proposed scheme
is depict in Section 4. Section 5 investigates the security and efficiency analysis of our scheme and nally Section 6 gives some
conclusions of this paper.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly describe some related mathematical problems and security requirements of a proxy signature
scheme.

2.1 Bilinear pairing
Let G1 and G2 be two groups of prime order q. Then a map e : G1x G1 G2 satisfying the following properties, is called bilinear
pairing:

(a) Bilinearity: e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab, for all a,b Z*  and P,Q G1.
(b) Non-Degeneracy: There exists P,Q G1 such that e(P,Q) = 1.
(c) Computability: There must exist an efficient algorithm to compute e(P,Q) G2  for any P,Q  G1.

2.2 Discrete logarithm problem (DLP)
For given two elements P,Q G1, to compute an integer n Z* , such that P = nQ.

2.3 Computational Diffie-Hellman problem(CDHP)
For given P, aP, bP  G1, to compute abP  G1, where a, b Z*.

2.4 Inverse computational Diffie-Hellman problem (INV-CDHP)
Given P, aP  G1, to compute a-1P  G1, where a Z* .

2.5 Bilinear pairing inversion problem (BPIP)
Given P  G1, and e(P,Q)  G2 , to find Q  G1.
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2.7 Security requirements of a proxy signature
A safe and sound proxy signature should satisfy the following security requirements [12]:

Strong unforgeability: Only the legal proxy signer can generate a valid proxy signature on behalf of original signer. Even the
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original signer cannot make proxy signature.

Verifiability: Signature can be verified by anyone, and delegation warrant should be confirmed by the signed message.

Strong identifiability: Identity of corresponding proxy signer can be determined by anyone.

Strong undenifiability: The proxy signer cannot deny his signature, which he generates ever.

Prevention of misuse The proxy signer should be unable to sign any unauthorized message. Or alternatively, It should be
confident that proxy key cannot be used for other purposes. In the case of misuse, the responsibility of proxy signer should
be determined explicitly.

3. ID-based signature scheme based on k-plus problem

To construct an ID-based multi-proxy signature scheme, we firstly review an ID-based signature scheme from bilinear
pairings based on k-plus problem [21] which uses the short signature scheme proposed by Takeshi et. al. [14]. The ID- based
signature scheme based on k-plus problem [21] can be regarded as building blocks for our ID-based multi-proxy signature
scheme. The scheme [21] is as follows:

Setup phase: For a given security parameter K, the PKG generates system’s public parameter param = (K ,G1 ,G2 ,q ,e,H,P,g ,
Pub) and system’s master secrets. Where G1 is an additive cyclic group of prime order q, and G2 is a multiplicative cyclic
group of the same prime order q. Generators of the groups G1 and G2 are P and g = e(P, P) respectively. Bilinear pairing e :G1x
G1 G2 and hash function H : {0, 1}* Z      are defined. Pub = sP G1 is system’s public key and s Z      is system’s master
secret. PKG publishes param and keeps the system’s master secret s unrevealed.

Extract phase: Given an identity ID of a user, the PKG computes public key and private key of the user as follows:

public key: QID = H(ID) and private key: SID =

PKG sends this SID to the user having identity ID, as his private key by a secure channel.

Sign phase: Signer first selects a random integer r Z     and computes Vs = gr, broadcasts Vs as public parameter, keeping r
secret.
Then signer computes h = H(m) and S = (r + h)SID.
Signature on the message m is (S,Vs ).

Verification phase: Having the system’s public parameter Param and signature (S, Vs) on message m, the verifier first
computes h = H(m) and accepts the signature on message m iff the following holds:
e(Pub, S) = (Vs. g

h )

3.1 Security analysis
In this section, we analyze the security of above scheme. It is proved as follows that the proposed scheme is secure against
existential forgery on adaptive chosen message and ID attack [6].

Theorem: The proposed signature scheme is secure against existential forgery on adaptive chosen message and ID attack if
INV-CDHP in G1 is hard.

Proof: According to [6], if there exists a polynomial time algorithm A1 for adaptive chosen message and ID attack to the
proposed scheme then there exists an algorithm A2 with the same advantage. For the given identity ID and public key QID , the
Forking lemma [16] says, if there exists an efficient algorithm B1 for adaptive chosen message and ID attack for the proposed
scheme then there is an algorithm B2 by which one can derive two valid signatures (m,  h,  S1, Vs ) and (m, h’, S2 ,Vs ) provided
that h = h’. Now according to [6], an algorithm B3, based on B2 can be produced for given public values Pub and  QID  which

gives two forgeries (m, h, S1,Vs) and (m, h’, S2 ,Vs) provided that h = h’as e(Pub, S1)     =(Vs. g
h ) and e(Pub, S2)      = (Vs.g

h’).
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i.e.

Similarly one can get,
(1)

(2)

From (1) and (2) the following can be derived:

QID
s  P =

S1- S2
h-h’

e(P, s(S1- S2) - (h -h’)QIDP) = 1 or s(S1- S2) - (h -h’)QIDP = O. Where O is point at infinity i.e. identity element of defined elliptic-
curve. From above, one can have s(S1- S2) = (h -h’)QID P (by the property of bilinear pairing). The above gives
                 or             That means, algorithm B3 solves SID, an instance of INV-CDHP in G1. But

INV-CDHP in G1 is assumed to be hard hence the proposed scheme is secure against existential forgery on adaptive chosen
message and ID attack.

4. Proposed Scheme

In this section, we describe our proposed ID-based multi-proxy signature scheme. In our scheme, the delegation security
depends on the ‘k-plus problem’ and security of the partial signature generation depends on the combination of ‘k- plus
problem’ and INV-CDHP. Our scheme is designed into five phases: System setup, Extraction, Proxy key generation, Multi-
proxy signature and Verification.

4.1 System Setup
PKG generates the system’s pram = (K,G1 ,G2 ,q,e,H, H1, P, g , Pub), where K is given security parameter, G1 is an additive
cyclic group of prime order q, and G2 is a multiplicative cyclic group of the same prime order q. Bilinear pairing e :G1x G1 G2
is defined as above. H : {0, 1}* Z*  and H1 : {0, 1}* x G2 Z*  are two cryptographic hash functions for the security
purpose. Let P is a generator of G1 and g = e (P, P) is generator of G2. System’s public key is Pub = sP G1, and sP Z* is
system’s master key. PKG publishes the param and keeps the master-key s secret.

4.2 Extraction
For given identity ID, the PKG computes public key and private key as follows

Public key: QID = H(ID)

Private Key: SID =           , where P  G1 is generator of G1.

Thus the original signer (say A ), has his public key QID    , and consequent private key SID  . Similarily, for the l proxy signers,

the public key is QID   and consequent private key is SID    (for1< i < l).

S1- S2
h -h’

q q
q

QID
s P

A A

Pi Pi

4.3 Proxy key generation
Through the signing warrant w, the original signer A delegates the signing capability to the l proxy signers in proxy
group.The warrant w includes the delegation time, identity of original and proxy signers etc. Following is the process of
delegation of warrant and proxy key generation.
Warrant Delegation: The original signer A randomly choses rA Z*  and computesq
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VA = gr    ,
h = H(w) and
SA = (rA + h) SID   ,

then sends (SA ,VA ,w) to each proxy signer as a delegation value.
Each proxy signer Pi for1< i < l, accepts the delegation value SA on warrant w, if the equality e(Pub, SA) = (VA.gh )         holds.
Finally, each proxy signer generates their proxy key as dP = SA + SID    , (for1< i < l).

A

A

QIDA

i Pi

4.4 Multi-proxy signature
Each proxy signer in proxy group, generates his partial proxy signature on message m that verifies the warrant w. One proxy
signer in the proxy group is assigned as a clerk, whose task is to combine all the partial proxy signatures to generate the final
multi-proxy signature. For that, each proxy signer Pi for1< i < l
chooses randomly ri Z* and

computes Vi = gr   Q

q

i P i
ID

then broadcasts their Vi to the other (l-1) proxy signers.
Each Pi then computes

VP =           Vi

h’= H1(m,VP), and

SP = h’dP + ri SID

i=1
 lΠ

i i iP

where m is the intended message. The partial proxy signature on message m is (SP  ,VP ). Each proxy signer Pi sends their
partial proxy signatures to the clerk in proxy group.

Receiving the partial proxy signatures (SP  ,VP ), for1< i < l, the clerk verifies them checking whether the equality

( )
[ ]

. .
ID IDA PID iA

i
h' hQ Qh'Q

P A iPub,Se V V
+

= g holds or not.

Once if all the partial proxy signatures are verified correct by the clerk, he finally generates the multi-proxy signature on

message m as (SP, VP, VA, w). Where SP =Σ      SP

i

i

i=1 i

 l

4.5 Verification
Getting a multi-proxy signature (SP ,VP  ,VA ,w) and message m, the verifier proceeds as follows

(1) Checks whether or not the message m validates to the warrant w. If not, stop, continue otherwise

(2) Checks the authorization of l proxy signers by original signer in the warrant w. Stop the verification, if all or any one is not
authorized by the warrant. Continue otherwise.

(3) Agree to the multi-proxy signature on message m, if and only if the following equality holds

( ) ID IDiID A PA i
h '[lhQ Q ]lh 'Q

A iPe V .g .VPub,S
1
=1+∑

=

Where, QID = H(IDA), QID  = H(IDP  ), h’= H1(m, VP ) and h = H(w).
A iP i

5. Analysis of proposed scheme

In this section, we prove the correctness of verification and compare the efficiency of our scheme with those of [5, 10]. We
show that our scheme is computationally more efficient than [5, 10]. We also prove that the proposed scheme satifises all the
security requirements of a proxy signature scheme given in [12].
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5.1 Correctness
The property of correctness is satised as follows-
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5.2 Security analysis
In this section, we examine the security properties of our scheme. We will show that all the security requirements of a safe
proxy signature scheme, mentioned in section 2 [12] are satisfied by our scheme.

(i) Strong unforgeability: Theorem: The proposed ID-based multi- proxy signature is unforgeable under the DLP and INV-
CDHP assumptions, if the ‘k-plus problem’ is hard in G1.

Proof: The attempt to forge the multi-proxy signature, can be made by either of the three parties, (1) The original signer (2)
Proxy signers, and (3) Any third party who never take part in the entire protocol.

1.The original signer: The original signer can not generate a valid multi-proxy signature, because to do this, he will need to

get the private keys SID      of each proxy signer. But as SID    =                    , the attacker will have to solve the INV-CDHP in G1, which

is assumed to be hard.
Pi Pi

QID
iP

s
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In other way if the original signer wants to generate a valid partial proxy signture SP , he will have to compute            QID    P
as i

ri+h’
s Pi

( )
( )

i i Pi

Pii Pi

i Pi

i
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P P i ID
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⎡ ⎤= + ⎣ ⎦ But computing                is equivalent to soloving k-plus problem, which is assumed to be hard.
ri+h’][ s

Hence the original signer is unable to get any valid multi-proxy signature.

2.Proxy signers: Suppose, the clerk in proxy group wants to sign any unauthorized message, he can maximum change his Vi,
that leads to change in VPand finaly change in h’.Then he will try to compute SP G1, such that the equality

( ) .
l

ID IDi=1A PID iA
lh'Q Qh'lh'Q

A PPe V VPub,S
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∑
= .g  holds. But this is equivalent to solving the BPIP, which is is reducible to

CDHP in G2 and can be condensed to DLP in G2. Now since DLP is intractable in G2 according to assumptions, hence the
clerk cannot generate a valid multi-proxy signature on any unauthorized message. In other way, if the clerk tries to get the
partial proxy signatures on the false message, he will need to break the combination of ‘k-plus problem’ and INV-CDHP to find
dP =SA+SID   , because SA is based on k-plus problem and SID   is based on INV-CDHP, which are hard to solve. So, the clerk

 in proxy group can not forge the proposed multi-proxy signature. Moreover, since all other proxy signers are less priviledged
than the clerk in our scheme, hence no proxy signer can forge the signature.

3.Third party: Any third party can not forge the proposed multi- proxy signature, even having signature of the original
signer. Because to forge the signature, he will be required the private key of original signer, which is impossible to get due to
the hardness of ‘k-plus problem’.

Hence, it is proved that the proposed scheme is strongly unforgeable.

(ii) Verifiability: The correctness of the verification is discussed above so any verifier can validate the signature and can
check whether the signed message authenticate to the delegation warrant or not.

(iii) Identifiability: Through the attached warrant, any one can determine the identity of proxy signers and original signer.
(iv) Strong undeniability: No proxy signer in proxy group can refuse their signature, they made in earlier session because the

clerk validates all the partial proxy signatures by checking ( ) .
ID IDA PID iA

i

h'Q Qh'h'Q
P A iPub,Se V V

+⎡ ⎤
⎣ ⎦= .g

(v) Prevention of misuse: Due to the warrant, the proxy signers cannot sign any message which does not validates to the
warrant and has not been authorized by the original signer.

5.3 Efficiency comparison
Here, we compare the efficiency of our scheme with those of other ID-based multi-proxy signature scheme given in [5, 10].

Proxy key generation:

i Pi Pi

Scheme Pairing Hashing    Exponentiation

Li and Chen’s scheme (2005) [10]      3       2                1
Cao and Cao’s scheme (2009) [5]      3       3                0
Our scheme      1       2                3

Multi-proxy signature generation:
Scheme Pairing Hashing    Exponentiation

Li and Chen’s scheme (2005) [10]      3       1                1
Cao and Cao’s scheme (2009) [5]      5       1                1
Our scheme      1       1                3
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Verification:

Scheme Pairing Hashing    Exponentiation

Li and Chen’s scheme (2005) [10]      3       2                1
Cao and Cao’s scheme (2009) [5]      3       3                0
Our scheme      1       2                3

From the above comparisons, it is clear that our scheme is computationally more ecient than other existing schemes [5,10].

5.4 Advantage and application
Previously some ID-based multi-proxy signature schemes have been proposed [5, 10] whose security depends on CDHP.
Here, our scheme generates a multi-proxy signature employing the k-plus problem which is supposed to be more strong than
CDHP, as the hardness of k-plus problem depends on computation of two unknown integers whereas hardness of CDHP
depends on computation of a single unknown integer. Hence, our scheme is supposed to be more strong than others, whose
security is based on CDHP. The proposed signature scheme is also applicable in many real word scenarios as in grid
computing, mobile agent environments, distributed system etc. In distributed system, where the delegation of right is
common in practice, this scheme can be used to delegate the right of execution to the person sitting in a connected computer
in a network. Also in commercial transitions, this scheme can be employed in grid computing by any agent who wish to
transfer his rights to some other person. This scheme also enjoys application in global distributed networks and distributed
shared object system. To implement the proposed scheme, one can employ the proposed signature algorithm in various open
source tools like Sage [17], PBC library (http://crypto.stanford.edu/pbc/) etc.

6. Implementation

The concept of identity-based cryptography (IBC) eliminates much of the over-heads associated with key management in
conventional public-key infrastructure.Therefore, it became a very fashionable area of research for the last couple of decades.
The implementations of IBC is currently a big task. There are currently only a few software libraries and toolkits which
support implementations of IBC schemes. Some available libraries and toolkits for implementations are: MIRACL, Sage, PBC
(Pairing-Based Cryptography) library etc.

We use PBC library for implementations of various ID-based multi-proxy signature schemes [5, 10, 20]. PBC library [16] is a
free C library. It is based on GMP library which performs mathematical operations underlying pairing-based cryptosystems.
To implement our ID- based multi- proxy signature scheme,we use the following congured PC :

Operating System: Linux
RAM: 2 GB
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo CPU T5670@1.80 GHZ.
In our implementation, we test our scheme in the following curves:

-Type A: Type A [16] pairings are constructed on the elliptic curve y2 = x3 +x over the eld Fq for some prime q = 3 mod 4. Group
G1 is the group of points on E(Fq) and G2 is a subgroup of Fq   . The value r is taken as some prime factor of q+1. For efficiency,
r is picked to be a Solinas prime, that is, r has the form 2a + 2b+ 1 for some integers 0 < b < a, such that q+1 = r* h, for an integer
h. Type A curve parameter leads to generate a.param, which are command line inputs to our algorithm. Precisely, a.param elds
are:

2

exp2, exp1, sign1, sign0, r:
r = 2exp2 + sign1  2exp1 + sign0*1 (Solinas prime)
q, h : r* h = q + 1
q is a prime, h is a multiple of 12 .
E : y2 = x3 + x

We take the following values of a.param.
q = 87807107996633125224377819847540498158068831994142082110
28653399266475630880222957078625179422662221423155858769
582317459277713367317481324925129998224791.
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h = 120160122648911460793888213667405342048029544012513118229
19615131047207289359704531102844802183906537786776.

r = 730750818665451621361119245571504901405976559617.

exp2 = 159
exp1 = 1074
sign1 = 1
sign0 = 1

- Type E: This curve [16] leads to generation of e.param, it results slower pairing and large storage space to represent group
elements. In particular, e.param elds are:

exp2, exp1, sign1, sign0, r:
r = 2exp2 + sign1  2exp1 + sign0*1 (Solinas prime)
q, h: q = h *r2 + 1 where r is prime, and h is 28 times a perfect square, a, b
E : y2 = x3 + ax + b

We consider the following values of e.param.
q = 72459861065100860807142033333620984316088533358
6742587796091692849662918299162966490365410021
490094645005387278662999586944569372400129904165
743494825784564490515312283845886400047932669543071925
860005323993048322665095377035417471251164627351
6974069245462534034085895319225452125649979474047163305307830001

r = 730750862221594424981965739670091261094297337857

h = 1356934311091878183983524902148297025260321658798803
0044836106948825516930173270978617489032334001
00661552454392575372572504673388436384696047044
440474724128774377374668218852173872879715376027511
6924829183670000

a = 713097045402579900006794613759444607555156994958381594
33901087232823969737377942733972468922749818838
07989525599540630855644968426794929215
599380425269625872763801485968007136000471718335185787206876
24287104269777860887513907871162183685823742940305
2273312335081163896980825048123655535355411494046493419999

b = 71693090048538946936166985361836635275706644116783525882
470447916871410434890727372327159615882882380220
1097466190375252691187685919705249095
2065266265699130144252031591491045333807587788600764557
4508463273386262612895680161705326520617875827919267245
97362401398804563093625182790987016728290050466098223333

exp2 = 159
exp1 = 135
sign1 = 1
sign0 = 1

Remarks: Due to excess of length, we are omitting the coding of our scheme done on PBC. In the above implementation
through PBC library [16], we consider one original signer and three proxy signers.We take 2009is17@gmail.com as ID of the
original signer and ID’s of proxy signers are rajeevs1729@gmail.com, sahadeomathrsu@gmail.com and rsy@mnnit.ac.in
respectively. The above mentioned curve A and E are used as inputs to our scheme. We have also implemented schemes [5,
10] in PBC individually on the curves A and E with the same ID’s and other inputs.
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6.1 Comparison of running time of various schemes
In this section, we briey compare the total running time of various ID-based multi-proxy signature schemes, on the basis of
outputs of corresponding algorithms done in PBC library on the above environment. Based on analysis of various outputs
of above inputs, we compare the average running time of our ID-based multi-proxy signature scheme with other schemes [5,
10] in the following table.

Curve Scheme of Li and Chen [10] Scheme of Cao and Cao [5] Our Scheme
A 0.387116 s 0.463559 s 0.184587 s
E 1.336742 s 1.961743 s 0.509513 s

Table 1. Comparison of running time of various ID-based
multi-proxy signature schemes. Time is counted in seconds

We also sketch graphs with above values of running time of various ID-based multi-proxy signature schemes with respect to
curves A and E as above and observe the efficiency in running time represented graphically. In the following graphs, the X-
axis represents curve type and Y-axis represent the running time in miliseconds. The graph with curve type A is as follows:

Figure 1. Graph with curve type A
The graph with cuve type E is below:

Figure 2. Graph with curve type E

From the above table and graphs it is clear that our ID-based multi-proxy signature scheme is more efficient in terms of total
running time than schemes [5,10].

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an ID-based multi-proxy signature scheme based on k-plus problem. Security of our scheme
is based on k-plus problem under the INV-CDHP and DLP assumptions. Describing various applications of proposed
scheme, we have given an implementation of the scheme using PBC library. Our scheme is computationally more efficient
than other existing schemes [5, 10]. Moreover, total running time of our scheme is significantly less than other similar
schemes [5, 10]. Additionally we have also shown that our scheme satisfies all the security requirements of a proxy signature
scheme mentioned in [12].
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